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Abstract
We evaluate the High-Performance Fortran (HPF) language for the compact expression and ecient implementation of conjugate gradient iterative matrix-solvers on High Performance Computing and Communications(HPCC)
platforms. We discuss the use of intrinsic functions, data distribution directives and explicitly parallel constructs to
optimize performance by minimizing communications requirements in a portable manner. We focus on implementations using the existing HPF de nitions but also discuss issues arising that may in uence a revised de nition for
HPF-2. Some of the codes discussed are available on the World Wide Web at http://www.npac.syr.edu/hpfa/
alongwith other educational and discussion material related to applications in HPF.
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1 Introduction
High Performance Fortran (HPF)[13] is a language de nition agreed upon in 1993, and being widely adopted by
systems suppliers as a mechanism for users to exploit parallel computation through the data-parallel programming
model.
HPF evolved from the experimental Fortran D project [11] as a collection of extensions to the Fortran
90 language standard [18]. The central tenet of HPF and data-parallel programming is that program data is
distributed amongst the processors' memories in such a way that the \owner computes" rule allows the maximum
computation to communications ratio [16]. Language constructs and embedded compiler directives allow the
programmer to express to the compiler additional information about how to produce code that maps well to the
available parallel or distributed architecture and thus runs fast and can make full use of the larger (distributed)
memory.
Consider applications problems that can be formulated in terms of the matrix equation A~x = ~b. The
structure of the matrix A is highly dependent on the particular type of application and some applications such as
computational electromagnetics give rise to a matrix that is e ectively dense [9] and can be solved using direct
methods [8] such as Gaussian elimination, whereas others such as computational uid dynamics [4] generate a
matrix that is sparse, having most of its elements identically zero. Conjugate Gradient (CG) and other iterative
methods are preferred over simple Gaussian elimination when A is very large and sparse, and where storage space
for the full matrix would either be impractical or too slow to access through a secondary memory system. A
large number of computationally expensive scienti c and engineering applications, e.g. structural analysis, uid
dynamics, aerodynamics, lattice gauge simulation, and circuit simulation, are based on the solution of large sparse
systems of linear equations. Iterative methods are employed in many of these applications. While the CG method
itself is no longer considered a state-of-the art is terms of its numerical stability and convergence properties, its
computational structure is similar to that of methods such as Bi-Conjugate Gradient (BiCG). CG codes have been
used in a number of benchmark suites such as PARKBENCH [12] and NAS [1].
We focus on di erent CG method codes and it is our intent in this paper to show how HPF makes it simpler
to write portable, ecient and maintainable implementations of this class of iterative matrix-solvers. We will
also point out that some enhancements in the language de nition may be useful for sparse system iterative solvers.

2 Conjugate Gradient Algorithms
The classic Conjugate Gradient non-stationary iterative algorithm as de ned in [7] and references therein can be
applied to solve symmetric positive-de nite matrix equations. They are preferred over simple Gaussian algorithms
because of their faster convergence rate if A is very large and sparse.
The non-preconditioned CG algorithm for the solution of the prototype problem A~x = ~b is summarised as:
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p~ = ~r = ~b; ~x = 0; ~q = A~p
 = ~r  ~r; = =(~p  ~q)
~x = ~x + ~p; ~r = ~r ? ~q
DO k = 2, Niter
0 = ;  = ~r  ~r; = =0
~p = ~r + ~p; ~q = A  ~p
= =~p  ~q
~x = ~x + ~p; ~r = ~r ? ~q
IF( stop criterion )exit
ENDDO

for the initial \guessed" solution vector ~x0 = 0.
Implementation of this algorithm requires storage for four vectors:, ~x, residual or gradient vector ~r, search
direction vector ~p and ~q as well as the matrix A and working scalars and step size .
Notice that the work per iteration is modest, amounting to a single matrix-vector multiplication for A ~p,
two inner products ~pk p~k and ~rk ~rk , and several simple ~x + ~y (SAXPY) operations, where is scalar, and ~x
and ~y are vectors. The number of multiplications and additions required for matrix-vector multiplication, inner
products and SAXPY operations are (n2 ), (n), and (n), respectively, for vector length n.
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2.1 Other CG Algorithms
The Bi-Conjugate Gradient (BiCG) method can be applied to non-symmetric matrices, for which the residual
vectors employed by CG cannot be made orthogonal with short recurrences. More complex algorithms such as
GMRES make use of longer recurrences (which require greater storage). The BiCG [2] algorithm employs an
alternative approach of using two mutually orthogonal sequences of residuals. This requires three extra vectors to
be stored, and di erent choices of and , but otherwise the computational structure of the algorithm is similar
to CG. BiCG does however require two matrix-vector multiply operations one of which uses the matrix transpose
AT , and therefore any storage distribution optimisations made on the basis of row access vs. column access will
be negated with the use of BiCG.
The Conjugate Gradient Squared (CGS) algorithm avoids using AT operations but also requires additional vectors of storage over the basic CG. CGS can be built using the operations and data distributions we
describe here, but can have some undesirable numerical properties such as actual divergence or irregular rates of
convergence and so is not discussed further here.
The Stabilized BiCG algorithm also uses two matrix vector operations but avoids using AT and therefore
can be optimized using the data distribution ideas we discuss here. It does however involve four inner products,
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so will have a greater demand for an ecient intrinsic for this than basic CG.
The CG algorithm will generally converge to the solution of the system A:~x = ~b in at most ne iterations, where
ne is the number of distinct eigenvalues of the coecient matrix A. Thus in cases where A has many distinct
eigenvalues and those eigenvalues vary widely in magnitude, the CG algorithm may require a large number of
iterations before converging. A preconditioner for A can be added to any of the algorithms described above and
which will increase the speed of convergence of the CG algorithm. Although these preconditioned conjugate
gradient algorithms requires a matrix inverse, and a transpose, practical implementations is formulated such that
it works with the original matrix A but maintains the same convergence rate as that for the system preconditioned
system.
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Figure 1: Compressed Sparse Column(CSC) representation of sparse matrix A.

3 Sparse Matrix Representations
If a matrix is sparse, a majority of the matrix elements are zero and they need not be stored explicitly. Furthermore,
for some very large application problems it would be simply impractical to store the matrix as a dense array either
because of the prohibitive cost of enough primary memory, or because of the slow access speed of a secondary
storage medium. It is therefore customary to store only the nonzero entries and to keep track of their locations in
the matrix. Special storage schemes not only save storage but also yield computational savings. Since the locations
of the nonzero elements in the matrix are known explicitly, unnecessary multiplications and additions with zero are
avoided. A number of sparse storage schemes are described in [2], some of which can exploit additional information
about the sparsity structure of the matrix. We only consider here the compressed row and compressed column
schemes which can store any sparse matrix.
The Compressed Sparse Column (CSC) storage scheme, shown in gure 1, uses the following three arrays
to store an n n sparse matrix with nz non-zero entries:
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a(nz) containing the



row(nz) that



col(n+1) whose

nonzero elements stored in the order of their columns from 1 to n.

stores the row numbers of each nonzero element.
jth entry points to the rst entry of the j'th column in A and row.

A related scheme is the Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) format, in which the roles of rows and columns are
reversed.
REAL, dimension(1:nz) :: a
INTEGER, dimension(1:nz) :: col
INTEGER, dimension(1:n+1) :: row
REAL, dimension(1:n) :: x, r, p, q
!HPF$
!HPF$
!HPF$
!HPF$
!HPF$
!HPF$

PROCESSORS :: PROCS(NP)
ALIGN (:) WITH p(:) :: q, r, x, b
DISTRIBUTE p(BLOCK)
DISTRIBUTE row(CYCLIC((n+NP-1)/np)
ALIGN a(:) WITH col(:)
DISTRIBUTE col(BLOCK)
(usual initialisation of variables)
DO k=1,Niter
rho0 = rho
rho = DOT_PRODUCT(r, r) ! sdot
beta = rho / rho0
p = beta * p + r
! saypx
q = 0.0
! sparse mat-vect multiply
FORALL( j=1:n )
DO i = row(j), row(j+1)-1
q(j) = q(j) + a(i) * p(col(i))
END DO
END FORALL
alpha = rho / DOT_PRODUCT(p, q)
x = x + alpha * p
! saxpy
r = r - alpha * q
! saxpy
IF ( stop_criterion ) EXIT
END DO

Figure 2: HPF version of sparse storage CG (CSR format).

4 HPF Implementation
The data-parallel programming model upon which HPF is based requires some well-de ned mapping of the data
onto processors' memory to achieve a good computational load balance and thus an ecient use of the parallel
architecture.
In this section we assume that vectors are represented as n-element one-dimensional arrays, and the arbitrarily
sparse matrix A is either represented as an n by n two-dimensional matrix when a dense storage format is used,
or as a (row; col; a) trio when a sparse storage format is employed.
5

The full HPF code for the CG algorithm for CSR format is given in gure 2. Each iteration of the CG
algorithm performs three main computations: the SAXPY operations, inner product and the matrix-vector multiplication. HPF readily supports the inner product operations by an intrinsic function, called DOT PRODUCT().
SAXPY operations are easily performed using HPF's parallel array assignments. In any parallel implementation
that distributes the vectors and matrix A across processors' memories, the inner-products and sparse matrix vector
multiplication require data communication. The element-wise multiplications in the inner-product operations can
be performed locally without any communication overhead while the merge phase for adding up the partial results
from processors involves communication overhead. However, the data distributions can be arranged so that all of
the other operations will be performed only on local data. For each operation type we will show the optimum
data distribution patterns for obtaining best performance, and how the operation can be represented in HPF. This
is not trivial for the sparse storage schemes that we will elaborate later.
The vectors used in vector operations are aligned and distributed in HPF as follows in order to minimize the
communication requirements. Vector p is chosen as the target of the ultimate alignment thus the distribution of
!HPF$ ALIGN (:) WITH p(:) :: q, r, x
!HPF$ DISTRIBUTE p(BLOCK)

p determines the distribution of all other vectors aligned with it. Whenever its distribution is changed, the others
are also automatically redistributed.
Using NP processors, SAXPY operations can be performed in (n=NP ) time on any architecture. On
the other hand, the inner products take (n=NP ) time for the local phase, but the communication or merge
phase changes according to the network architecture type. For example on a hypercube architecture it is done in
tstart?up logNP time, where tstart?up is the start-up time.
O

O



Matrix-vector multiplication
We consider the multiplication of an n n arbitrarily sparse matrix A with an n 1 vector p that gives another n 1
vector q. Each row of matrix A must be multiplied with the vector p. The computation and data communication
costs vary depending on the distribution of the matrix A and the vectors p and q. We will keep the distributions
of vectors as de ned above, and concentrate on the two di erent partitioning scenarios for the sparse matrix A
and their associated costs. Then, we will generalize the results drawn from these scenarios to the cases where a
sparse storage format for matrix A is used.






Scenario 1: Row-wise partitioning
In the rst scenario, we would like to partition the rows of the sparse matrix A among the processors in an
even manner. We can do this by aligning the rst dimension of A with p. When the p vector is distributed, A's
rst dimension will be distributed in an aligned manner (Figure 3.)
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Figure 3: Matrix vector multiplication where A is distributed in a (BLOCK, *) fashion, and the vectors are
distributed in a (BLOCK) fashion.
!HPF$ ALIGN A(:, *) WITH p(:)

Since the nonzero elements are at random positions in A, a row can have a nonzero entry in any column.
This requires the entire vector p to be accessible by each row so that any of its nonzero entries can be multiplied
with the corresponding element of the vector. As the vector p is partitioned among the processors, this would
require an all-to-all broadcast of the local vector elements. This all-to-all broadcast of messages containing n=NP
vector elements among NP processors, takes tstart?up logNP + tcomm n=NP time if a tree-like broadcasting
mechanism is used. Here tstart?up is the start-up time, and tcomm is the transfer time per byte.




After the local computation phase, each processor has the corresponding block of n=NP elements of the
resulting vector which is assigned to that processor originally. Hence, no communication is needed to rearrange
the distribution of the results.
If A is stored using the CSR format then the sparse matrix A is represented by the trio of (row; col; a). In
order to keep the locality in accessing the elements of individual rows, the HPF's BLOCK distribution is appropriate
to partition all those vectors. To ensure that the (n + 1)'th element of row is placed in the last processor, we
explicitly specify the block size in the directive. When the CSR format is used for storing the sparse matrix, the
$HPF$ DISTRIBUTE row(BLOCK( (n+NP-1)/NP ))
$HPF$ ALIGN a(:) WITH col(:)
$HPF$ DISTRIBUTE col(BLOCK)

following HPF code fragment can be applied for the matrix-vector multiplication: where the FORALL expresses
parallelism across the j-loop. This works because A(i; j) = A(j; i) for the case of CG where A must be symmetric.
The operation runs in row order, nishing up with one element of q at each iteration and iterations are independent
of each other.
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q = 0.0
FORALL( j = 1:n )
DO k = row(j), row(j+1)-1
q(j) = q(j) + a(k) * p( col(k) )
END DO
END FORALL

Similar to the dense storage format, CSR too will incur the same broadcast overhead. In addition, there
is an additional overhead not found in dense storage format. Since the index set of the FORALL in the outer
loop is partitioned among the processors, a processor that is responsible from a speci c row may not have all the
actual data elements (i.e., col and a) on that row. Therefore, additional communication is needed to bring in those
missing elements.

Scenario 2: Column-wise partitioning
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Figure 4: Matrix vector multiplication where A is distributed in a (*, BLOCK) fashion, and the vectors are
distributed in a (BLOCK) fashion.

If a dense storage format is used to represent A, then the second dimension of A should be aligned with the
p and q vectors. When vector p is distributed, columns of A are automatically partitioned among the processors
( gure 4). The HPF directive for this purpose is:
!HPF$ ALIGN A(*, :) WITH p(:)

As the vector p is already aligned with the columns of A, performing the element-wise multiplication will not
require any interprocessor communication. However, since each processor will have a partition of the nal vector q,
each time some other processor produces a result corresponding to an element that is owned by another processor,
it has to communicate this value to the owner of it. Since the owner may also update the same element, this
operation will cause an inter-processor dependency. Therefore the matrix-vector operation can not be performed
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in parallel and the following serial code is used:
q = 0.0
DO j = 1, n
pj = p(j)
DO i = 1, n
q(i) = q(i) + A(i, j) * pj
END DO
END DO

If we used the message-passing SPMD model, then each processor would have a private copy of the vector q
which would be used to gather the partial results locally, and a merge operation would be employed at the end to
obtain the nal product (q vector) of the matrix-vector multiplication. We could simulate the same thing using
two dimensional temporary local vectors in place of vector q in each processor. At the end of the outer loop we
use the HPF SUM intinsic to generate the nal vector.
If the matrix A is stored in CSC Format then the following distribution and alignment directives and serial
code fragment arises for the matrix-vector multiply (A ~p = ~q):


$HPF$ DISTRIBUTE col(BLOCK( (n+NP-1)/NP ))
$HPF$ ALIGN a(:) WITH row(:)
$HPF$ DISTRIBUTE row(BLOCK)
q = 0.0
DO j = 1, n
pj = p(j)
DO k = col(j), col(j+1)-1
q(row(k)) = q(row(k)) + a(k)*pj
END DO
END DO

This operates in Fortran column-major order where each i-iteration gives a partial sum at several elements
of q. As in the dense case, there are dependencies between j-iterations and no parallel loop execution is possible.
This part can also be parallelized by using a two dimensional local array as described as above.
The communication time for Scenario 2 is the same as the communication time for the global broadcast used
in Scenario 1. Hence, it is not possible to reduce the communication time if the matrix is partitioned into regular
stripes either in a row-wise or column-wise fashion.

5 Proposed HPF Extensions
We propose two kinds of extensions to the current HPF de nition that will make writing the above mentioned
algorithms easier and will enhance load balance to support CG codes.
9

The rst one speci cally addresses the CG codes which uses the CSC format to store the sparse matrices.
As seen above, in the current HPF de nition it is not easy to express this loop in a parallel fashion although an
explicit message-passing program is able to do that. We propose a new way to eliminate the existing dependencies
caused by the many-to-one assignments and partition the resulting parallel loops in an elegant way.
The second type of extensions are related to the cases where the load imbalance may become an important
issue due to the sparsity of the data structures. We propose ways to partition the sparse matrix in a manner
that will allow the compiler not to disturb the logical structure of the matrix. That is rows and columns may be
identi ed as indivisable entities while the distribution is performed.

5.1 Private variables and Reductions
In HPF, the DO loops have sequential semantics. Single- or multi-statement FORALL and INDEPENDENT FORALL
or INDEPENDENT DO's are provided for expressing the parallelism in loops. In the case of CG codes where the A
matrix is represented using CSC format, the main obstacle that prevents us from parallelizing both loops of the
sparse matrix-vector multiply is that in the inner loop, the row(k) values are not unique and so many left hand
sides accumulate into a single right hand side in a many-to-one fashion which introduces a dependency in the inner
loop that even prevents us parallelizing the outer loop.
The matrix-vector multiplication loops can not be expressed in paralllel using neither the FORALL construct
nor the INDEPENDENT DO construct. The option of using a FORALL is eliminated because its semantics require that
all the right-hand sides should be computed before an assignment to the left-hand sides be done. An accumulation
operation like we would like to express is not allowed within the FORALL body. At the same time, the writeafter-write dependency violates Bernstein's conditions [3], and eliminates the possibility of using an INDEPENDENT
DO.
If we could eliminate the dependency in the inner loop by using private arrays, we could express the outer
loop in a parallel fashion. Hence, we propose a new mechanism which we call PRIVATE abstraction to allow the
program to fork copies of a data structure that are private to each processor. Private variables are di erent from
the ones declared using the HPF NEW in loops because they will stay alive until the end of the private region as
opposed to new variables that stays alive until the end of the loop iteration that it is de ned. The private variables
are merged into a global single copy again (WITH MERGE option) (Figure 5) or discarded completely (WITH DISCARD
option) at the end of the loop(private region.)
In practice, this can be implemented in HPF by assuming NP virtual processors and by allocating storage
for NP temporary vectors each of length n. The loop is then executed in parallel where each iteration of the
outer loop is assigned to a speci c processor and the operation of each processor is truly independent of each
other. A runtime library function similar to Fortran 90 SUM intrinsic reduction function can provide the necessary
merging of these temporary values into a single vector outside the loop. This is somewhat unsatisfactory, due to
the potentially unnecessary storage requirements, particularly if n NP , and our proposed HPF extension would
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relieve the programmer of a lot of the cumbersome temporary storage allocation and alignments.
Using two-dimensional arrays as shown in the previous section seems to be favorable at rst considering that
it eliminates the allocation/deallocation costs of vectors at each loop entry/exit. However, keeping large vectors
in each processor's memory permanently is costly especially if both n and NP are very big and this kind of loops
are executed just a few times in the lifetime of the program.
q = 0.0
!EXT$ ITERATION j ON PROCESSOR(j/np), &
!EXT$
PRIVATE(q(n)) WITH MERGE(+),
&
!EXT$
NEW(pj, k), PRIVATE(q(n))
DO j = 1, n
pj = p(j)
DO k = col(j) , col(j+1)-1
q(row(k)) = q(row(k)) + A(k)*pj
END DO
END DO
C -- private copies of q() are merged to
C -- a global q at the termination of outer loop.

In terms of the implementation cost of this PRIVATE mechanism, it is cheap and easy to implement in terms
of storage and computation time. Once the privatization is established, the loop can be parallelized. Most HPF
compilers uses the well-known owners compute rule where an iteration is assigned to the processor which owns the
left-hand-side (lhs) array element that is assigned to in that iteration. As the array q is accessed through a level
of indirection, the value of its index (i.e.row(k)) can be known only at run-time. Inspector-executor mechanisms
[15] which are costly in nature should be employed for the determination of the owner of the lhs. However, in
our case, a much simpler mechanism can be used. We propose using a ON PROCESSOR(f(i)) construct which will
map iteration i onto processor f(i). In this way we can specify the iteration mapping at compile-time without any
runtime overhead. A similar mechanism was used in the implementation of the Kali and Vienna Fortran compilers
[14, 5]. Actually, in some cases as above we are obligated to specify the iteration mapping while using the private
abstraction, because the lhs arrays have been privatized and they have no speci c owner. Of course, if private
arrays are used only on the rhs (possibly with a DISCARD option), then using the ON clause is just an option. For
those cases, private mechanism helps the compiler to prefetch the future data before it is needed and without
necessitating expensive inspector loops.

5.2 Compressed Sparse Block Distributions
Consider how the sparse data may be blocked prior to distribution. We discuss two sparse block distributions:
one of them is regular or uniform which is used in cases where the number of elements across rows or columns of
the sparse matrix is approximately the same and the other one uses a load-balancing heuristic and distributes and
aligns related data structures accordingly since the number of elements across rows or columns varies a lot.
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j=l1:u1

PRV$pj=PRV$p(j)

A

p = PRV$q

j=l2:u2

j=l3:u3

j=l4:u4

PRV$pj=PRV$p(j)

PRV$pj=PRV$p(j)

PRV$pj=PRV$p(j)

A

p = PRV$q

A

p = PRV$q

A

p = PRV$q

MERGE PRV$q’s into q

END

Figure 5: Illustration of the private abstraction for parallel loops.

5.2.1 Regular (Uniform) Sparse Block Distributions
The uniform or regular sparse block distribution can be used in cases where each sparse matrix row(or column) is
known to have approximately the same number of elements, therefore there is an approximate load balance. In
such a case, it is sucient to distribute A and row (or col) so that each corresponding row (or column) is stored in
its entirety in only one processor. The HPF regular block distributions divide the data array in an even fashion
without paying attention to whether the division point is at the middle of a column or not. It is sucient to adjust
the partition to reduce communication among intra-column elements.
Since in typical CG applications the number of nonzero elements and the structure of the matrix is not known
until runtime, compiler cannot determine the layout patterns for row (or col) and A at compile-time. Therefore,
these data structures are initially distributed using HPF's regular distribution primitives. In the case of CSC
format, we use the following initial distribution statements:
!HPF$
!HPF$
!HPF$
!HPF$

PROCESSORS :: PROC(NP)
DISTRIBUTE col(BLOCK((N+NP-1)/NP))
DYNAMIC, ALIGN a(:) WITH row(:)
DYNAMIC, DISTRIBUTE row(BLOCK)

The DYNAMIC keyword warns the compiler that this distribution is temporary, actual data distribution is
dependent on the runtime data. Distributed array descriptors (DAD) for the dynamically distributed arrays are
generated at runtime. DADs contain information about the portions of the arrays residing on each processor. The
compiler uses this hint to generate communication calls and to distribute corresponding loop iterations.
We now introduce the concept of indivisable entities within larger data structures. An indivisable entity
(atom) is a logical abstraction consisting of a chunk of elements enclosed within two border elements, and it
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cannot be divided among processors during the data distribution process. It should completely belong to one

single processor. The following directive is used to inform the compiler on the logical grouping of subdata within
a larger data structure.
!EXT$ INDIVISABLE row(ATOM:i) :: col(i:i+1)

The above directive speci es that atomic entity i of row is encapsulated by the elements i and i + 1 of the
indirection array col.
The REDISTRIBUTE directive indicates that the data is available for use in the partitioning of the data arrays.
The user is responsible for putting the REDISTRIBUTE directive in the proper place to improve the performance.
Given the concept of atoms, redistribution can be made, depending on the runtime data, in an elegant manner.
!EXT$ REDISTRIBUTE row(ATOM: BLOCK)

This directive ensures that the elements of the row vector are distributed in a similar fashion to the regular
HPF BLOCK distribution, yet the atoms instead of individual elements are used as the basis in the distribution.
This ensures that elements of an atom is not divided among two or more processors. We could use an (ATOM:
CYCLIC) distribution in a similar way. Since we still keep the continuity of the column (or row) elements, the
compiler avoids generating a full distribution map of the size of the target arrays. A small array in the size of the
number of processors keeps the cut-o points, and it is replicated over all processors.
Another possibility may be extending the de nition of HPF ALIGN to permit the alignment of atoms of one
array with the elements of another. For example, if atoms of row array are aligned with the elements of col array:
!HPF$ ALIGN row(ATOM:i) WITH col(i)

then any change in the distribution of the col array is spontaneously followed by a corresponding change the
distribution pattern of the atoms (i.e., individual columns) pointed to by the col array.

5.2.2 Irregular Sparse Block Distributions
In some types of problems, the structure of the sparse matrix is completely irregular - or in fact has some problem
speci c structure that is identi able to a human but not to a compiler. For example, this might arise from a very
irregular grid model in which some grid points may have many neighbours, while others have very few. In those
cases, neither the HPF regular block distributions nor the above proposed uniform distributions will allow a good
load balance.
As in the regular case, the arrays are distributed initially using HPF regular distribution directives. Indivisable entities are de ned in a suitable way.
13

!HPF$ PROCESSORS :: PROCS(NP)
!HPF$ ALIGN (:) WITH p(:) :: q, r, x, b
!HPF$ DISTRIBUTE p(BLOCK)
!HPF$ DYNAMIC, DISTRIBUTE row(CYCLIC((n+NP-1)/np)
!HPF$ DYNAMIC, ALIGN a(:) WITH col(:)
!HPF$ DYNAMIC, DISTRIBUTE col(BLOCK)
!EXT$ INDIVISABLE row(ATOM: i) :: col(i:i+1)
!EXT$ INDIVISABLE a(ATOM: i) :: col(i:i+1)

Sparse storage format speci cation
Another alternative for informing the compiler that there is a sparse matrix represented by a sparse matrix storage
scheme is to use an explicit directive:
!HPF$ SPARSE_MATRIX (CSR) :: smA(row, col, a)

This directive gives two clues to the compiler:
1) which sparse storage representation format is used.
2) what are the three vectors (possibly, in pointing order) representing the sparse matrix, named smA.
A sparse matrix de nition puts a tight binding between the members of this trio, whenever any one's distribution
is changed, the other two should be aligned accordingly. Furthermore, if an element of row is to be accessed, most
probably the elements it points to in col and a will be also accessed, therefore compiler should generate code for
bringing them into memory if they are not local. In short, the compiler can exploit the locality rule by knowing
the relation among the members of the trio.

Load balancing sparse partitioners
It may be desirable to control the number of non zero elements stored on each processor if there is some identi able
structure to the sparse matrix that would otherwise lead to a load imbalance. Generally this would require a
data mapping that forces processors to perform the same number of scalar multiplications and additions while
multiplying the matrix with a vector. This however requires that A(k; i) and p(i) or q(k) no longer necessarily be
assigned to the same processor which requires communication before the required multiplication.
It is possible to specify a load-balancing heuristic that is applied to the A, row and col arrays to cluster
the rows in a way that can be distributed among the processors in an almost even-load fashion. This could map
sparse columns onto processors in a balanced way if the compiler applies the heuristic to the kernel arrays rst,
and redistributes the elements of dependent vectors accordingly later.
Extended syntax for expressing the redistribution of smA using a special partitioner in an HPF way might
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be:
!EXT$ REDISTRIBUTE smA USING CG_BALANCED_PARTITIONER_1

The compiler generates code for calling necessary partitioners to determine the new data distribution and
arranging all dependent vectors accordingly.
A similar mechanism has been proposed in the Vienna Fortran compilation system [6] whereby an indirect
mapping is constructed and passed through the HPF DISTRIBUTE or REDISTRIBUTE directives. It remains to be
seen whether this can be e ectively implemented on present generation architectures.

6 Conclusions
We have illustrated some of the issues arising from the use of HPF for expressing conjugate gradient algorithms.
The advantages are the potential for faster computation on parallel and distributed computers, and additional
code portability and ease of maintainance by comparison with message-passing implementations. Disadvantages
(in common with any parallel implementation) over serial implementations are additional temporary data-storage
requirements of parallel algorithms.
We have identi ed how existing features in HPF allow ecient expression and implementation of some of
the components of conjugate gradient algorithms. We have also highlighted where possible extensions to HPF will
allow a compilation system to produce even more memory-ecient and compute-ecient executable code.
Current HPF distribution directives only allow arrays to be distributed according to regular structures such
as BLOCK and CYCLIC. Whilst this is adequate for dense or regularly structured problems it does not provide
the necessary exibility for the ecient storage and manipulation of arbitrarily sparse matrices. We also propose
extensions for the iteration mapping of the loops employed by CG codes.
Although we have described the limitations of the current HPF-1 de nition and the basic requirements for
the further development of HPF-2, we have not attempted to discuss how these should be implemented within
the compiler itself through directives, intrinsic functions or some other mechanism. Instead we have indicated
in general terms that the provision of some additional exibility to cope with irregular problems such as those
described within this paper is essential if HPF is to be widely adopted in place of existing message passing
technologies.
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